Building foundations, releasing potential, transforming communities
The birth and vision of Nuevas Esperanzas
Based on a series of talks given in the UK in July and August 2009
by
Andrew Longley
“If you do away with the yoke of oppression,
with the pointing finger and malicious talk,
and if you spend yourselves on behalf of the hungry
and satisfy the needs of the oppressed,
then your light will rise in the darkness,
and your night will become like the noonday.”
Isaiah 58:9-10 (NIV)

The call in Isaiah 58 to the people of Judah to replace their pious religious observance with a
commitment to radical social action was both confrontational and provocative and yet laced with
hope and the promise of reconciliation and restoration. Of equal relevance today, this is not just a
call to provide relief to the poor (“to share your food with the hungry and to provide the poor
wanderer with shelter”), but also to overturn unjust structures (“to loose the chains of injustice and
untie the cords of the yoke”) and to bring healing to broken relationships (“you will be called
Repairer of Broken Walls, Restorer of Streets with Dwellings”). It is clear that such a far-reaching
mission cannot be achieved without significant personal sacrifice (“spend yourselves on behalf of
the hungry”), an exhaustive commitment of our finances, emotions, ingenuity and experience.
Inspired by the call to use our training and experience to work with the poor, my wife and I left our
jobs in the UK six years ago and went to live in Nicaragua. Relatively quickly, however, it became
apparent that this was not going to be a smooth ride. After two and a half years of ups and downs
(mostly downs), the organisation we went out to work with finally pulled out of Nicaragua. This
decision was made with no reference to the state of our projects or to the needs we were striving to
address, but was rather an external decision driven by wider issues within the international
organisation. This left us with a difficult decision to make. Should we pack up and go home,
thinking of the useful bits of ‘life experience’ we had acquired over that time, or should we stay and
face an uncertain future without the safety net of an international organisation behind us? Our
decision to stay was not taken lightly, but nor was it a difficult one. By that stage we had been so
touched by the needs and responsiveness of the people we were serving that to have left would have
seemed both wasteful and heartless. The Old Testament story of Esther was ringing in our ears:
perhaps we had come to Nicaragua “for such a time as this?” Having paid redundancy settlements
to our Nicaraguan team, we invited any who so wished to stay on with us, with no guarantees or
salaries, to see what the future might hold. About half left and half stayed, and so Nuevas
Esperanzas (‘New Hope’ in Spanish) was born.
Although the emotive issue of whether to stay or to leave was clear (in our minds at least) there
were a number of logical questions which needed to be addressed. Should we form a new
organisation? Aren’t there enough development agencies around already? Are we making our
beneficiaries too dependent on us? Why not hand over our work to a well resourced organisation
who could take it over and do it better than us? These were pertinent questions, but the more we
looked into the options, the more we found that our emotional pull in response to the needs and
opportunities around us was matched with a growing confidence that we had found a niche in the
diverse world of development work. Our approach was decidedly different from others we had
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worked alongside and these areas of our distinctiveness soon became as important to us as our
unfinished projects and the raised expectations of our beneficiaries.
The first ‘pillar’ of our distinctiveness became apparent as we surveyed the landscape of
development agencies in their various guises: the acronym-obsessed UN projects and international
NGOs, the politically-vocal grassroots groups and the plethora of Christian organisations with
heavy support from churches in the US whose development assistance is usually accompanied by a
call to conversion, sometimes perplexing in a country where nearly everyone has been ‘converted’
at least once in their lives! As a fledgling organisation we found no obvious home in this
landscape.
On one hand the highly professional BINGOs (Big International NGOs) appealed to us as
professionally qualified people because of their methodological and technical expertise, and yet our
contact with the big players often led to disappointment. Vastly inflated salaries for locally
contracted staff have led highly qualified Nicaraguan professionals to regard the NGO sector as a
smart career move and it seemed to us that the increasing professionalism of this sector has pushed
out the servant heart, the call to downward mobility, the exhaustive spending of oneself on behalf of
the hungry. The altruism with which the charity sector is rightly associated in the UK sits in stark
contrast to the big business it has become at the delivery end in Nicaragua.
On the other hand, the compassion and decades-long commitment of many Christians serving the
poor in Nicaragua, both national and expatriate, is deeply humbling and inspiring. Yet somehow
we did not feel quite at home in this camp either. Often overshadowed by the ‘matching T-shirt
brigades’, the armies of short-term volunteers with bible verses on their backs who arrive in their
thousands to build schools and paint and re-paint churches, many Christian organisations have, out
of economic necessity, merged their service of the poor with ‘volunteer tourism’, often to the
detriment of the former. With their professional and technical expertise thus diluted by the
abundance of unskilled, non Spanish speaking ‘enthusiastic amateurs’, their interventions are
sometimes chaotic and at worst catastrophic.
Our first pillar grew out of our homelessness in this environment. In founding Nuevas Esperanzas,
we did not want to choose between professionalism and a servant heart. Our passion was to serve
with heart and head, to apply the very best techniques and methodologies in the ‘science’ of
development and to do so motivated by a heart to serve, the true fasting of Isaiah 58. We have
come to see that poverty is not just about income or health or water or inequality. It cannot be
defined by indicators and solved by ‘outcomes-driven programmes’. It is much more than that.
Poverty is also about broken relationships, corruption and vested interests and it requires a change
of the heart, not just the implementation of a programme. Our work must therefore be both 100%
professional and 100% spiritual. This is the first pillar of our distinctiveness.
I am conscious that these ideas can seem abstract without reference to the work that we actually do.
Our most important project over the last year has been working with hillside communities on slopes
of the Maribios volcanoes which run along the western side of Nicaragua, and I think a closer look
at what has been happening in these communities may help to illustrate the point.

El Ojochal del Listón
The community of El Ojochal del Listón is situated high up on the slopes of Volcán Telica, one of
Nicaragua’s most active volcanoes. It is remote from access to all the basic services which we take
for granted: water, electricity, shops, healthcare, education, etc. The living conditions in this
community are very basic; most houses are single room shacks with tin or thatched roofs. Only
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three of the 26 houses in El Ojochal have any kind of sanitation (such as an improvised latrine).
The primary school in El Ojochal has a leaky roof and dirt floor and one teacher covers all five year
groups in the same classroom, supervising work in groups according to age. The pre-school is even
more basic; it is less than 10 m2 and the children are taught by their 14 year old teacher who, by
virtue of having completed her own primary education, now teaches the pre-schoolers how to read.

View along the Maribios range of volcanoes of western
Nicaragua

A typical house in El Ojochal del Listón. A family of
seven lives here

Pre-school kids in El Ojochal with their class teacher,
aged 14

The spring in San Jacinto which is the closest water
source for the people of El Ojochal

The 5 km route down the mountainside to the spring

The ‘road’ to El Ojochal
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The water source for the community is a spring from which water is collected and carried in
containers on horseback. The water source is relatively clean and plentiful, but the problem is that
it is not actually located in the community at all. It is in fact located around 5 km from the
community at the bottom of the hill. Try looking at a map to see how far you would have to go if
your closest source of water was 5 km from your house! Now imagine that you have to climb back
up half the height of Snowdon with the water for your family on a road which is little better than a
rocky river bed in temperatures of 35 degrees and hotter and you will have some idea of what it
means for the community of El Ojochal to be remote from access to water! Yet this four hour
journey to collect water is a daily reality for this community during the dry season.
The obvious question at this juncture is why would a community exist so far from a water source?
The answer is that these families have lived and worked these hillsides for generations and up there
they have plenty of land on which to grow the one crop which sustains their livelihood – beans.
The success of bean production on these slopes has not come without a price, however. These
slopes were once densely forested and progressive clearing of trees and other vegetation has had
serious environmental consequences. ‘Slash and burn’ is a rapid method of preparing an area for
cultivation but it has serious environmental consequences; by stripping vegetation from steeply
inclined slopes, the soils becomes vulnerable to erosion from torrential rains in the wet season and
after planting this way for a couple of seasons, the land becomes exhausted and the farmer moves
on to repeat the process elsewhere. ‘Shifting cultivation’, as it is known, is only one of the causes
of large scale deforestation.

Beans growing on the hillsides in El Ojochal

Deforestation from slash and burn farming exposes the
soil to erosion

Extraction of firewood is unsustainable

Large areas of hillside are burnt each year to hunt iguana
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Hunting is outlawed, although the law is never enforced

The endangered ocelot is one of the species under threat

Illegal logging and extraction of firewood at unsustainable rates is greatly reducing the area of
forest remaining and burning of hillsides to hunt iguana has left some of these hills with no
vegetation at all. All of this goes on within a legally protected area, but with insufficient resources
and/or political will to enforce this protection, a ‘protected area’ means little more than a line on a
map. Hunting, though banned, is common and one of the victims is the ocelot, an endangered
species of wild cat. Ocelots are territorial animals, each requiring around 14 km 2 of thick
vegetation in which to hunt, so there is a direct correlation between the rate of deforestation and the
number of ocelots which this area is able to sustain.

PRA
So, when faced with so many problems and challenges in a community such as El Ojochal, where
does one begin?
The answer to this is both simple and challenging: we ask the people! While this may seem
obvious, it is worth noting that the fundamental first step of asking the people what they consider to
be the most important issues is often overlooked in practice. Government priorities, NGO targets
and superiority complexes of foreigners and ‘educated’ or ‘enlightened’ charity workers often ride
roughshod over the perceptions and voices of the people themselves. But even where there is a
genuine desire to listen, many ‘less than 100% professional’ organisations have found themselves
lacking when it comes to technique. Simply asking the people is actually not so simple in practice!
The science of development has progressed considerably over recent years and the professional
development worker now has access to a well established ‘development toolkit’ to investigate and
interpret the views of communities. Nuevas Esperanzas has drawn particularly from a range of
techniques known as ‘Participatory Rural Appraisal’ (PRA), and applied this to the local context.
In El Ojochal and each of the other hillside villages, one of the most revealing techniques has been
social mapping. Small focus groups of community members met together to introduce project staff
to their community by means of making a map. As many adults in these communities are illiterate,
simple objects were used to make a map on the ground instead of marker pens and flip chart paper.
This approach is more inclusive and many more felt confident to get involved and express their
opinions than would have been the case if pen and paper had been used. Using match boxes,
drinking straws and other everyday objects, each group created a map of their ‘reality’. It is
important to note that the point of this exercise is not to create a map in the geographical sense, but
rather a consensus of the perceptions of the community members themselves. Beginning with very
little guidance as to what should be included, villagers indicated the features and resources of their
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environment which they considered to be important, providing the facilitators with a valuable
insight into their way of thinking. For example, areas of farmland were marked, whilst areas of
forest were not, perhaps indicating that the forest was not regarded as an important resource.
Perceptions of distances were also very interesting and often reflected ease of access more than
actual distances. Differences of opinion within groups were also noted and provocative questions
by the facilitators sometimes stirred up heated and often revealing debates. Internal conflicts,
rivalries and vested interests often come to the surface in such discussions.
‘Los clavos son los clavos’ is a common expression in Nicaragua. The word clavos means both
problems and nails. So a bag of nails was given to each group to place on the maps to represent the
problems faced by the community; the more nails, the bigger the problem. As the principal source
of income in this area comes from beans, a bag of beans was given to each group to represent the
budget for a ‘mayor’ nominated from each group to allocate spending to address the issues
identified by the group. Whilst the beans were often placed on the areas where there were nails, this
was not always the case, implying that some of the problems could not be solved by spending
resources, perhaps where problems were caused by internal conflict or entirely external factors such
as climate.

A group of men making a map of the resources of their
community

Groups of women only help to eliminate gender bias in
Participatory Rural Appraisals

An important characteristic of Nuevas Esperanzas’ approach to participatory appraisals has been the
separation of genders. Women in rural communities have traditionally been sidelined in decisionmaking and even supposedly ‘gender sensitive’ consultations have often been amalgamated with
male-dominated prioritisations in the reporting stages, obscuring the views of women. Throughout
our work with communities, we endeavour to listen to women separately, to interpret their
responses separately and to report on their conclusions separately. It was sometimes surprising to
see just how hard this is to achieve in practice. Where women-only groups did not take place
concurrently with the men’s groups, it was sometimes necessary to organise a ‘highly important
meeting’ with the men just to distract them from trying to intervene in the women’s discussions
and, when the men and women came together to compare each others’ maps, it was not uncommon
to see the men trying to ‘correct’ the maps made by the women!
Gradually over the course of these and other exercises, our team has been able to build up a picture
of each community in a subtle and indirect way. This approach is immeasurably more balanced and
informative than the direct ‘questionnaire approach’ and provides a solid basis for project planning.
However, this is not just an exercise in data collection; the idea in this approach is to stimulate
participation and ensure that, right from the start, there is a strong sense of ownership in the
communities where we work, in the prioritisation, planning and implementation of projects.
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So what were the conclusions of our PRAs in the hillside communities of the Maribios volcanoes?
The overall priorities of the seven target communities were as follows:
Priority

Women

Men

1

Water

Water

2

Access (footpaths & roads)

Access (footpaths & roads)

3

Latrines

Assistance with agriculture

4

Schools

Schools

5

Roofs

Reforestation

Women and men agreed in general that water and access were the highest priorities. There was
some variation between villages on which was the most important, depending on the proximity of
the water source, but overall it was clear that for as long as people have to spend four hours a day
collecting water, it is quite hard to think of anything else as a high priority. The importance of
access had not perhaps been as self evident before undertaking the PRAs, and it became abundantly
clear that in all communities, improvements to access were urgently needed. It was clear that
access affected so many aspects of villagers’ lives. A good path or road would improve access to
supplies from nearby towns. It would improve access to healthcare and education. It would also
reduce vulnerability to disasters if there were a need to evacuate the village due to a volcanic
eruption or hurricane. But most importantly, improving roads means improving access to markets.
Small farmers depend on these routes to take their produce to market and since the state of the road
determines whether produce can be transported by ox and cart or just tied in sacks to a horse, there
is a direct correlation between the road condition and the farmers’ income.
After the top two priorities, the differences between the perceptions of women and men became
more apparent. Women are understandably more concerned with their livelihoods – their homes
and their children. Men are more concerned with the day-to-day job of farming and showed a
greater awareness of some of the environmental problems. Whilst women ranked the lack of
sanitation as the most significant problem after water and access, this was hardly even mentioned in
the men’s groups! These observations are very important. If Nuevas Esperanzas initiated a project
to build latrines expecting that manual labour would be provided by the men of the community, we
should perhaps not be too surprised to find enthusiasm lukewarm and participation half-hearted. On
the other hand, a sanitation project led by women might be more successful.

Building foundations
Our work in El Ojochal del Listón began nearly four years ago when we helped the community
building a large tank to harvest rainwater from the roof of the village school. Collection of
rainwater is a sustainable, environmentally friendly, relatively simple, and cost-effective solution.
The climate of this area is such that plentiful supplies of rainwater can be collected from roofs
during the wet season, but the challenge is to store sufficient water to last for the five months of the
dry season and to protect this water from contamination. These systems are large, closed,
ferrocement tanks designed to let the rainwater in but keep mosquitoes out! The technique used to
construct these ferrocement tanks is simple and only locally available materials and basic hand tools
are needed. The tanks are robust and can last for thirty years or more. Building on previous
experience of rainwater harvesting projects, this pilot project was intended to be a first step, not
only to try out the technology on a small-scale in El Ojochal, but also to get to know the community
better. There was no budget to improve access first, so all the materials for this tank were hauled up
the hillside by horse; transporting the materials alone took more than four months. Although too
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small to meet the needs of the whole community and still too far from many of the houses, this first
water tank was an important first step.
Last July we were delighted to receive funding for the second phase of the water project in El
Ojochal as well as to begin work in four more hillside communities. These funds were sufficient to
build domestic rainwater harvesting systems for each house, or for groups of houses, in El Ojochal.
Although water was still regarded as the number one priority, it was clear that, as we were planning
not one but fifteen new tanks, it would make most sense to first invest in improving the road so that
constructions materials could be transported more easily to the community.
Work began a year ago on the road. Teams of farmers from El Ojochal worked for over six months
on these five kilometres of road. This was hard manual work and day after day and week after
week these volunteers toiled on this road with no pay. The surface of the road was levelled by hand
and boulders carefully arranged to create a hard base. Only when it came to mixing more than 100
tonnes of cement and sand for the top surface did we have a little mechanical help in the form of a
borrowed cement mixer. The high levels of community participation were a testimony not only to
the commitment and determination of the villagers themselves, but also to the value of the
participatory process. When projects coincide so closely with the priorities of the beneficiaries
themselves, community participation is rarely a struggle.

Work began on the first rainwater harvesting system in
El Ojochal in 2005

This 71,000 litre tank stores rainwater harvested from
the roof of the school

Work began on the road in July 2008

The road is ‘paved’ with carefully arranged rocks and
then given a thin cover of cement mortar
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Community members celebrate the arrival of a vehicle
in their village for the first time in forty years

The project vehicle at 860 metres above sea level

December 1st, 2008 was a special day in El Ojochal. In need of a little encouragement after tackling
one of the hardest stretches of the road, we decided to take our 4x4 pickup as high up the road as we
could get. Although not yet complete, by this stage most of the road had been levelled and prepared
for cementing. With a few quick repairs on route, we made it to the community of El Ojochal for
the first time. Such was the surprise of the community that we had made it there so soon that some
thought that a helicopter must be flying very low when they heard the sound of the engine! This
was the first time in the forty year history of this community that a vehicle had been seen there and
this proved to be a timely and much appreciated morale-booster which spurred on the completion of
the road two months later.
El Ojochal is a dispersed community split on two levels. The road took us to the lower part of the
community from where, we had assumed, materials would be distributed and transported to
individual houses by horse. But the families who lived on the higher level had other ideas! With no
budget to continue the road any higher we were unable to offer any help with materials, but such
was the determination of those who lived at the top that they continued an improvised track two
kilometres further and 200 metres higher in elevation to the highest house in the mountain range,
860 metres above sea level. Without cement this temporary track became impassable again once
the rains started in May this year, but it remained open long enough to move all the materials
necessary for the construction of rainwater harvesting tanks. Perhaps more importantly, the
community had proved to us, as well as themselves, that they have the motivation and commitment
necessary to do what others tell them cannot be done!
In February this year we began construction of the domestic rainwater harvesting systems. After
experimenting with a more efficient design and construction technique to reduce the quantity of
materials to be hauled up the hillside, groups of families worked together to build fifteen new
systems. In some cases, families have their own tanks. Where it is more practical, others share a
larger tank between two or three houses, channelling the water from each of the roofs to fill the
tank. Once again, levels of community participation were extraordinarily high with women and
children helping out wherever possible. By early September work on all these systems should be
complete and by the end of the wet season in November, once the tanks have filled, the four hour
walk for water will become a thing of the past for the people of El Ojochal.
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Work begins on the construction of ferrocement water
tanks for domestic use

This 40,000 litre tank will provide water for two families

A completed rainwater harvesting tank in the highest
part of El Ojochal del Listón

In all, 15 new rainwater harvesting systems have been
built in El Ojochal in 2009

Releasing potential
Building roads and providing water supplies are both fundamentally important to these remote
communities, but we recognise that these are just the foundations. We have seen many projects in
Nicaragua which have laid foundations for development, but have sadly gone no further. Moved by
the living conditions of the poor, many organisations have built houses. However, it is quite
possible for someone who used to live in poverty in a black plastic shelter to continue to live in
poverty in a newly built house. Of course we must address needs in the right order; for as long as
someone has to walk for four hours a day for water, it is difficult for them to think about very much
else. But if we do not look further than the material conditions in which the poor live we will fail to
see lasting change.
This ‘next level’ of our work is concerned with helping communities to realise their potential and to
develop livelihoods which are truly sustainable, socially, economically and environmentally. In the
case of El Ojochal, we extended our participatory appraisals to evaluate more deeply their farming
practices and were excited to discover a treasure within the community – avocado! These
avocadoes grow on native trees in the remaining forested areas. Little effort is given to cultivating
these trees but for two months of the year, in June and July, the avocado harvest provides a
significant additional income to the bean production on which the community currently depends. If
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we look at the way productive land in El Ojochal is used we see that, not surprisingly, beans occupy
most of the area, with corn in second place and avocado third.
E l Ojoc hal del L is tón - A rea of c rops in 2008
A voc ado

C orn

P into beans

However, if we compare this with the income generated by each of these crops, the proportions are
somewhat different.
E l Ojoc hal del L is tón - Inc ome in 2008
,
A voc ado

P into beans

C orn

Beans are still the most significant crop in terms of income, while corn contributes very little as it is
mostly grown for subsistence rather than sale. Avocado, on the other hand, contributes about a
third of the annual income from only about 7% of the land cultivated. Not only is avocado more
lucrative than beans per unit area, but harvesting avocadoes is much more environmentally
sustainable than deforestation to grow beans.
So why have the farmers in El Ojochal not been developing the potential of avocadoes rather than
beans? The answer to this lies in a combination of factors. Beans are the more traditional cash crop
of the region. Markets are well developed and as part of the staple diet of every Nicaraguan,
demand for beans is always guaranteed. Beans have traditionally been harvested and gathered into
sacks to be brought down the hillside on horseback without any need for special care. In contrast,
whilst avocadoes can fetch a good price in the city (sometimes more than a dollar per fruit), local
markets and buyers are less well established. On top of this, transport of avocadoes is more
difficult as avocadoes transported in sacks on horseback get badly bruised in transit. It has been
joked that in El Ojochal they harvest avocadoes, but at the bottom of the hill they are selling
guacamole! Lastly, farmers who have significant numbers of avocado trees on their land are simply
unable to harvest and transport all the avocadoes before they fall from the trees and many are left to
rot on the ground.
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Don Bernabé is one of the founder members of the community. He and his family have just under a
hectare of avocado trees on their land and they are able to cut around 240 avocadoes every two or
three days during the two month harvest, producing over 6,000 avocadoes each year. This gives his
family an income of around $2,000, a welcome addition to the income from beans. However, it is
estimated that more than 70% of the avocadoes grown on his land are lost. If he were able to realise
the full potential of the avocado harvest, he could generate an income of up to $12,000 per year!
While not everyone in El Ojochal is blessed with as many avocado trees as Don Bernabé, the
potential combined income for the whole community from this fruit could exceed $30,000 per year.
So how can the potential of avocadoes be realised? One of the most important steps has already
been completed: the road. With an improved road, avocadoes can be transported more easily.
Instead of bundling avocadoes into sacks to take down the rocky hillside path on horseback, they
can be packed into crates, built by the community, and loaded onto an ox and cart. Improved access
will vastly improve both the quality and quantity of avocadoes which can be taken to market.
Secondly, community organisation is key. Until now, farmers in El Ojochal have tended to work
independently with each responsible for their own crops from planting to selling. If, however, the
community coordinated the avocado harvest and worked together, they would be able to hire a truck
to take their produce on specific days, again increasing their yield. Lastly, by taking their produce
direct to markets and selling it themselves, the community will receive a much better price than
they currently get from selling to intermediaries at the bottom of the hill.
Over the last few months, Nuevas Esperanzas has been working with farmers from El Ojochal to
formulate a plan for the harvesting and marketing of avocadoes. One lady, Rosa, was nominated as
the principal vendor as the community unanimously agreed that she was the best barterer and would
get the highest possible price. Technical staff from our team have undertaken market research in
supermarkets, market stalls and wholesale markets across the country to determine the best places
to sell and the community have decided to split their produce between local markets and the capital
city. Whilst every effort was made to secure funding for the investment needed in this project in
time for this years’ harvest, we were sadly unable to start this exciting project this year. We hope
very much to raise the funds in time for next year however, so that the community can start to
release the tremendous potential of their land.
It should be noted that not all hopes are resting on avocadoes. This is just one part of a much wider
plan to diversify the agricultural production, and thus the income, of this community. Having
investigated a number of other alternative crops, a possible distribution of income in eight years
might be as follows:
E l Ojoc hal del L is tón - P rojec ted inc ome in 2016
C orn
P into beans

A voc ado

P as s ion fruit

G ranadilla
P itaya (c ac tus fruit)
C offee

G uava
P lantain

C as hew
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S orrel

Avocadoes growing on trees native to the slopes of the
Maribios volcanoes

Rosa (centre) listens to the views of other farmers in El
Ojochal

With such a heavy dependency on beans, these hillside communities are highly vulnerable. Too
little rain during sowing, or too much rain at harvest time can seriously reduce farmers’ yields.
When the harvest is poor, farmers are forced to sell their ‘savings’ in the form of any livestock
(mostly pigs and chickens) which they own. If the same happens the following season, these
families are in serious trouble and many men from these communities have ended up as migrant
workers leaving their families for months or even years, sending money home. One of the hillside
communities in our project area is made up almost entirely of ‘single’ mothers and their children.
With the men virtually absent, projects of the kind undertaken in El Ojochal become practically
impossible. If Nuevas Esperanzas is able to help release the agricultural potential of these
communities, the need for men to migrate for work will be avoided.

Transforming communities
There is no doubt that improvements to basic infrastructure, when coupled with assistance to
develop sustainable livelihoods, can have a significant impact on rural communities. There is also
no doubt that for such interventions to be successful, we must apply the best available tools and
professional skills in community development work. But community transformation requires more
than this. As we read in Isaiah 58, our call is not just to provide relief and nor is it to restore justice
and freedom for the oppressed. It is also about healing broken relationships. To understand this
aspect of our work, I perhaps first need to explain a little of the cultural, political and religious
context in which we work and there is nowhere which better illustrates this than on the streets of
León, the city where we live.
Nicaragua is a deeply religious country. More than 90% of Nicaraguans are Christians and of them
around 75% of Catholic and 25% Evangelical (non-Evangelical protestant denominations are
virtually non-existent). This is a country where the Christian faith is very much in evidence. On a
taxi ride around town you could expect to hear the driver listening to a worship music on a Christian
radio station and follow a bus with bible verses painted all over the back. Churches are bursting at
the seams; mass is celebrated four times on a Sunday in some Catholic churches with standing room
only, while Pentecostal churches seemingly on every other corner in the city, proclaim their
message from wide open doors, to be heard for several blocks around. Churches of all traditions
take to the streets in processions and evangelistic rallies almost every week.
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One of the many historic Catholic churches in León

Evangelical churches, especially of Pentecostal
denominations, are rapidly growing

The ‘alfombras’, carpets made of coloured sawdust in
the streets of León on Good Friday

Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane as depicted in
sawdust

Some of these street manifestations are more enlightening than others, but my personal favourite is
a tradition unique to León which takes place on Good Friday every year. Around the streets of a
part of the city, artists gather to create ‘carpets’ made of coloured sawdust depicting Old Testament
stories, the Easter narrative or other aspects of the Christian faith. Crowds gather late in the
afternoon as these works of art are completed. I am often struck by the images of Christ, each
displaying a particular aspect of his ministry, his humanity or his suffering. Later that evening a
procession passes through these streets trampling all the carpets and this fleeting insight into the
spirituality of ordinary Nicaraguans is gone. It is a very moving tradition which proclaims the
gospel message on the streets in a powerful and culturally-enriching way.
On 16th November last year, a Sunday, the streets of León looked rather different. Around midday,
after morning worshippers had gone home, there was an eerie emptiness to the city centre. Then, at
around two o’clock in the afternoon crowds started to gather, carrying banners and chanting protests
against the ruling government which, they alleged, had rigged local election results a few weeks
before. As the protestors gathered right outside our house (which happened to be opposite the
campaign headquarters of the main opposition party), groups of pro-government counter
demonstrators started to surround them on all sides. Battle lines were quickly drawn up and gangs
of masked youths, plied with alcohol by officials of the ruling party, were sent in to break up the
demonstration. Burning tyres filled the streets with black smoke to ensure that the hopelessly
outnumbered police were unable to identify the perpetrators, as experienced street fighters armed
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with rocks, catapults and homemade mortars led the assault on their opponents. The images taken
by press photographers speak for themselves, but as I look at these scenes I cannot help asking, ‘Is
this what a 90% Christian country looks like?’ I am sure that those involved in the political
violence last year were not simply the 10% of non-Christians.

Violence in the street outside our house in León last
November (photo: Associated Press)

A homemade mortar is a popular weapon in street
demonstrations (photo: Associated Press)

As Christians in the UK we long to see more becoming Christians, but I wonder if we have asked
ourselves whether our society would actually look any different if virtually everyone was a
Christian? This is a challenging question on which we can reflect and speculate in a UK context,
but the sad reality in Nicaragua is that the wide spread of the gospel message has failed to have a
transforming impact on society.
Social divisions in Nicaragua are not just the result of political differences. On Good Friday each
year, the Catholic churches process around the city following the Stations of the Cross, a subdued
and contemplative procession in which the followers contemplate the pain and sacrifice of Christ on
His way to Calvary. Last year in León, one of the Evangelical churches was convinced that it was
their duty to organise an ‘evangelistic’ rally strategically placed to block the route of the procession.
With the largest PA system they could find and with boisterous praise music on full volume, their
intention was to disrupt not only the route but also the atmosphere of the Catholic procession. The
sight of the rather dignified Catholic faithful picking their way through the loudspeakers was a stark
reminder that the Christian churches are often agents of social division rather than peace and
reconciliation.
Last year I visited the Atlantic coast on the opposite side of Nicaragua and will never forget one
community in particular. Tasbapauni is located about 70 km north of Bluefields, a two hour trip on
a fast motor launch across the Pearl Lagoon, an inland waterway just behind the Caribbean coast.
Accessible only by boat, I was expecting to find an impoverished fishing community, typical of this
area. When we arrived at the small jetty, the community seemed to fit my expectations. Most of
the population of 2,000 or so is Creole, of Afro-Caribbean origin, quite distinct from the Hispanic
population on the Pacific side of the country. Families were gathered outside wooden shacks
sorting the morning’s catch of prawns, while giant turtles, bound and laid on their backs, waited in
line for slaughter to provide the next few family meals. We met a local pastor who showed us
around. Despite its modest size, Tasbapauni has thirteen churches of differing denominations and
judging by the size of their buildings, most have sizeable congregations. Moravians, Anglicans,
Baptists and Pentecostals were all in evidence and it appeared that this small community must have
a very high percentage of regular churchgoers.
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At first glance, Tasbapauni appeared to be a quiet
fishing village

The whole family was involved in sorting the morning
catch of prawns

A luxurious beachfront property in Tasbapauni, bought
with the profits of drug trafficking

The Anglican Church in Tasbapauni, one of 13
churches in a community of around 2,000 people

This was not all there was to Tasbapauni, however. As we crossed the thin spit of land from the
lagoon side to the Caribbean side, wooden shacks gave way to well built concrete houses, which in
turn gave way to the most lavish and ostentatious three storey beachfront villas complete with sun
lounges and satellite dishes. There was obviously more to this community than an impoverished
fishing village. Already knowing the answer to my own question, I asked the pastor how this could
be. He lowered his eyes and his voice and spoke with sadness and shame of the true story of
Tasbapauni. The fishing economy was real enough, but far more lucrative than the prawns and
lobsters to this community were the packages of cocaine which regularly washed up on their shores.
Drug traffickers heading north up the coast from South America are regularly met by the US
coastguard patrolling southwards. As they turn and flee, the drugs are thrown overboard and wash
up along this stretch of the Caribbean coast. At $3,000 per kilo, this catch is considerably more
lucrative than fishing, and it appeared that many in Tasbapauni are in on the act. Not only do drugs
wash up on the beach, but sometimes bundles of $100 notes.
Tasbapauni has been transformed from a poor fishing village to a profiteering gateway to the
narcotics business, bringing both extraordinary wealth and violent crime. We were told there had
been several violent deaths just a few days before our visit. And what of the thirteen churches?
One has to wonder…
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In his famous letter to white clergymen in the midst of the civil rights struggles in the US, Martin
Luther King expressed his deep frustration with the failure of the church to lead with a clear
prophetic voice:
“I have travelled the length and breadth of Alabama, Mississippi and all the other southern
states. On sweltering summer days and crisp autumn mornings I have looked at the South’s
beautiful churches with their lofty spires pointing heavenward. I have beheld the impressive
outlines of her massive religious education buildings. Over and over I have found myself
asking: ‘What kind of people worship here? Who is their God?’…
“There was a time when the church was very powerful in the time when the early Christians
rejoiced at being deemed worthy to suffer for what they believed. In those days the church
was not merely a thermometer that recorded the ideas and principles of popular opinion; it
was a thermostat that transformed the mores of society…
“Things are different now. So often the contemporary church is a weak ineffectual voice with
an uncertain sound. So often it is an archdefender of the status quo. Far from being disturbed
by the presence of the church, the power structure of the average community is consoled by
the church’s silent and often even vocal sanction of things as they are….
“If today’s church does not recapture the sacrificial spirit of the early church, it will lose
authenticity, forfeit the loyalty of millions, and be dismissed as an irrelevant social club with
no meaning for the twentieth century.”
Back up in the community at El Ojochal, church division and self interest have left their mark. In
our plans for marketing of avocadoes, as already mentioned, the community identified one lady,
Rosa, as the most effective vendor. But Rosa has not always felt so valued.
As if living on the margins of society in a remote community like El Ojochal was not hard enough,
Rosa has also suffered from some long-term health problems. So when she heard that one of the
Evangelical churches in San Jacinto, the town at the foot of the volcano, would be hosting a visiting
American medical team to hold a clinic, she was understandably hopeful. Setting off from El
Ojochal early in the morning she headed down the hillside to the church in San Jacinto and waited
for her turn to be seen. As she waited she saw that many members of the church who arrived after
her were ushered straight through for attention but by the afternoon she was told “Sorry, there’s no
time to see anyone else”. Rosa, a devout Catholic, was simply not regarded as worthy of attention
by the Evangelical hosts of the medical team.
The prophet Amos had some choice words for those who used their religious traditions and worship
to make themselves look good while neglecting justice and concern for others:
“I hate, I despise your religious feasts;
I cannot stand your assemblies.
Even though you bring me burnt offerings and grain offerings,
I will not accept them.
Though you bring choice fellowship offerings,
I will have no regard for them.
Away with the noise of your songs!
I will not listen to the music of your harps.
But let justice roll on like a river,
righteousness like a never-failing stream!”
Amos 5:21-24 (NIV)
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The church leaders of San Jacinto together with Jorge
Murillo of Nuevas Esperanzas (right)

Rosa, a Catholic, listens to Marcial, an Evangelical
during one of the ecumenical meetings in El Ojochal

Three years ago, Nuevas Esperanzas started a project in the town of San Jacinto, at the bottom of
the hill. The Baptist pastor from that town had seen our work building rainwater harvesting systems
and suggested that the churches, having the largest roofs in town, could collect rainwater from their
roofs to serve the needs of the community. He also suggested that this might be a project on which
the churches could work together. We were, of course, delighted that the initiative for a project to
bring the churches together should come from one of the religious leaders themselves and we
warmly accepted the proposal. We also thought that the spirit of this project should be reflected in
the funding as well as the implementation and so we set about raining funds from churches in the
UK including Anglican, Pentecostal, Evangelical and Catholic.
The purpose of this project was not simply to build four rainwater harvesting systems in the four
churches in San Jacinto (Catholic, Baptist, Church of God of Prophecy and Assemblies of God), but
also to break down the prejudice, hurt and outright hostility which had built up over years between
these congregations. Such a task was never going to be easy and we had our fair share of troubles
along the way, but somehow we came through in the end. When all the tanks were completed, a
group of representatives from each of the churches passed from one to the other, to pray a blessing
on each of the new systems. At the Catholic church, the Baptist pastor prayed a Baptist-style
blessing. At the Assemblies of God church, it was the turn of the pastor of the Church of God of
Prophecy, and so on. We finished at the Baptist church where the Catholic priest, in full robes,
prayed a blessing and sprinkled holy water on the new water tank. This was, in a Nicaraguan
context, a very unusual and radical project.
But for Nuevas Esperanzas, this is just the beginning. This radical and counter-cultural ecumenical
approach has become the second pillar of our distinctiveness. Alongside our desire to be both fully
professional and fully spiritual in all we do, we are committed to work with and through churches of
all confessions and traditions, and to do so in such a way as to bring down the walls of hostility,
bringing healing to broken relationships. Over the last few months, in the community of El
Ojochal, we have been organising regular meetings at which Christians of all traditions come
together to pray, to read the bible and to worship. This community is split approximately evenly
between Catholics and Evangelicals and it has been amazing to see how they have come together
and are beginning to discover together what it really means to be a community. Rosa is one of the
regular participants in these meetings and is growing into an effective leader, reaching out to all
within the community. This process of change in El Ojochal has not been easy and one cannot
imagine that such a change could have been possible without the years of hard work, preparing the
ground. But the example of El Ojochal is a great encouragement to us as well as to the other
communities which are just starting out on this journey.
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Our ‘experiments with ecumenism’ have led us to believe that, in the cultural context in which we
are working, only a radical and inclusive approach to Christian witness will break down the
psychological, social and spiritual barriers which divide communities and hinder development.
This is not about resolving theological differences between denominations; it is simply about
building cooperation between Christian traditions to reach out to the disadvantaged and
marginalised. In John 17, when Jesus prays his most intimate prayer for all believers, he asks “May
they be brought to complete unity to let the world know that you sent me and have loved them even
as you have loved me.”

Modelling holistic development
The process of development in the case of El Ojochal is following three distinct but overlapping
stages: basic infrastructure (water, roads, etc), economic empowerment and sustainability
(marketing of avocadoes and agroecological development), and social and spiritual transformation
(building harmonious and productive relationships). As a Christian organisation, Nuevas
Esperanzas has sought to maintain the integrity and distinctiveness of its approach throughout this
process, showing that commitment and faith go hand-in-hand with professionalism and good
practice, and that authentic Christian witness requires ecumenical participation. What then, is the
end goal for this kind of holistic development?
Sociologists, psychologists, economists and development practitioners have struggled with this
question over many years. There are a couple of schemes which are particularly worthy of note. In
the first, based on the work of the psychologist Abraham Maslow, human needs are shown as a
pyramid. The pyramid must be built from the bottom up and thus basic physiological needs such as
hunger and thirst must be met before a person is able to progress further up the pyramid. The needs
of the lowest level of the pyramid which have not been met become an all-consuming
preoccupation. At the top of the pyramid is the need to fulfil one’s potential. This scheme can be
helpfully applied to our work in El Ojochal. Until the basic need for water and improved access
had been addressed, it was difficult for the community to really think about much else beyond
survival. Once the four hour walk for water became a thing of the past, there was a lot more scope
for the community to consider issues such as agricultural practices and sustainability.
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In another scheme by the Chilean economist Manfred Maxneef, nine fundamental human needs are
identified but not ranked into any kind of hierarchy:

freedom

subsistence

identity

protection

creation

affection

leisure

understanding
participation

Each of these fundamental human needs has expressions in terms of being, having, doing and
interacting. This scheme provides a framework for identifying material, social, psychological,
spiritual and environmental needs which looks beyond the rather limited scope of indicators used by
governments, development agencies and their donors.
These schemes are interesting and useful, but in some ways our end goal can be summed up in one
word: shalom. This powerful biblical word is often poorly translated in English as ‘peace’, but it
actually means much more than that. It is about wholeness and wellbeing and is applied to
individuals, communities and nations. In the words of Steve Chalke: “Shalom…is a kaleidoscopic
vision of what life is like when lived in line with God’s agenda. It incorporates contentment, health,
justice, liberation, fulfilment, freedom and hope.” (The Lost Message of Jesus). Shalom is our goal.

The beloved community
So how can an organisation as small and insignificant as Nuevas Esperanzas achieve such a farreaching goal? I believe that we need to build what Martin Luther King called a “beloved
community”. In our case, this community embraces our beneficiaries, our staff and our supporters.
Those drawn in to this community include some who would prefer not to describe themselves as
Christians, while others are perhaps on the fringes of the Church; we welcome all who want to
respond to this call to serve the downtrodden and marginalised. This call is to become
‘downwardly mobile’: “If anyone wants to be first, he must be the very last and the servant of all.”
“Sell your possessions and give to the poor. Provide purses for yourselves
that will not wear out, a treasure in heaven that will no be exhausted,
where no thief comes near and no moth destroys.
For where you treasure is, there your heart will be also.”
Luke 12:33-34 (NIV)
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I will end with a Franciscan blessing for our beloved community:
God bless you with discomfort
At easy answers, half-truths, and superficial relationships
So that you may live deep within your heart
May God bless you with anger
At injustice, oppression, and exploitation of people,
So that you may work for justice, freedom and peace.
May God bless you with tears
To shed for those who suffer pain, rejection, hunger and war,
So that you may reach out your hand to comfort them and
To turn their pain into joy.
And may God bless you with enough foolishness
To believe that you can make a difference in the world,
So that you can do what others claim cannot be done
To bring justice and kindness to all our children and the poor.
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